Woodland Community College: iSLO Assessment Results Fall 2014
OVERVIEW
The WCC Institutional Student Learning Outcome (iSLO) Survey was administered between 11/14/2015
and 12/12/2014 to target courses at Woodland, Colusa and online courses. Students were asked share
their opinions and experiences regarding Computation and Personal & Social Responsibility as well to
provide feedback via open-ended questions. A total of 353 surveys were collected and detailed results
to each question/item are displayed in the charts on the following pages.
Next Steps: The SLO committee will:





Audit programs and recommend a more equitable spread of iSLOs across the campus.
Refine general education (GE) SLOs
Work with the curriculum committee to establish a process for automating communication
between SLO and curriculum
Link iSLOs with SSSP (Student Support Services Program) initiatives, especially in regards to how
the data can be used to support student education plan development, orientation, and
assessment.

SURVEY RESULTS
1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical concepts in your
everyday life?
Students responded that they use mathematical concepts at work, shopping, to help them organize
their life, to help their children with math homework. (See appendix for all comments.)

2. Please rate your agreement with the following statement: WCC provides an environment that
encourages personal and social responsibility of all its students.

N
365

Agree
70%

Neutral
27%

Disagree
3%

Some examples of how students feel their experiences at WCC encourage (or does not encourage)
personal and social responsibility are: (See appendix for all comments.)




I am encouraged by peers and staff at the tutoring center to try my hardest, and can ask for help
when I need it.
The programs such as MESA or TRIO encourages students to go to workshops create study
groups.
I've become more of a leader at work and take on responsibilities when neither my manager nor
supervisors are in the department.
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3. Please rate your agreement with the following statements:

N
I learned basic information about the WCC
registration process, class selection and education
options after completing the in-person or on-line
orientation.
I was able to develop an educational plan outlining
steps needed to reach my goals.
I understand how my assessment test results
determine which classes I can take.

Agree

Neutral

367

250

68%

92

25%

25

7%

358

262

73%

76

21%

20

6%

358

266

74%

75

21%

17

5%

4. General Comments: See Appendix
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Appendix
Open-Ended Comments
(Note – names have been redacted)

Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
A bit.
A lot, I am able to help my son with his homework.
A sense of organize.
about any class you go to you learn something new and math has the computer. Balancing both is one
of the most improvements concepts I found.
Accounting has helped me understand mathematical concepts in both my business and personal
operations.
Actually not same.
Algebra has been the hold back to my graduation.
Algebra sucks who needs it.
All courses are very helpful. Sometimes of I need help I go to tutoring center or office houses.
As a computer science major math is a major part of my studies in CS.
At WCC it has helped me develop more in what I take in everyday my life. The concepts I take for my
classes.
Be learning any kinds of useable math.
Before I take class at WCC I've already got enough knowledge in math and I don’t take math class.
Budgeting $.
By being able to optimize the rate a which I could get from place to place.
By giving me problems that relate to everyday life ideas and topics.
By providing me information to better solve problems in everyday life.
By using examples for everyday usage when taught in class.
Computer and accounting courses have helped me in my everyday functions at work.
computer and accounting courses have helped me in my everyday functions at work.
Does not apple to me situation.
Does not help, causes great deal of stress in my educational endeavors.
Efficiently and applicable.
Every day in my like I use some sort or mathematical concept that o learned in one or more or my
classes.
Everyday life applications especially from stats.
From starting from the lowest math moving up it has taught me the most basic of math and
strengthening that along with complicated real world problems.
Fulltime students, these classes are my everyday life.
Good enough to understand.
Good like learned how to budget and figure out the slope of stuff.
Great.
Hasn’t yet.
Have help me a little bit, sometimes I feel I need more time to get well a concepts.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
Have helped a lot.
Have not taken math yet.
Haven’t has the chance to apply them yet.
Haven't taken any math yet.
Help with my child's homework.
Helped me add more good.
Helped me figure out mathematical problems that I didn’t know how to do before.
Helped me handle money.
Helps with critical thinking and everyday math such as math on the job.
How things I didn’t understand applied was interesting.
HS classes
I already learned all of the useful math in middle school. Everything we learn now is just useless.
I am a cashier so it keeps my brain fresh.
I am able to perform calculations more accurately efficiently and faster.
I am able to relate functions, ideas, and processes in math in to my other classes. To focus on
individual thing and everything as whole.
I am able to understand net sales and losses at my work thanks to business classes at WCC.
I apply math in my life more often, now. Yes my courses help me in my everyday life.
I do not use math daily!! I hate math!
I don’t think the courses have helped me understand mathematical concepts in everyday life at all. I
go to tutoring for math, that helps me more, but not in everyday life.
I don’t use algebra in everyday life.
I don’t use in everyday life except in cash, so not much.
I don’t use it in everyday life.
I don’t use math in my everyday life.
I don’t use math in real life.
I don’t use my concepts every day, but it helped this semester.
I don’t use this math in everyday life.
I don’t, I tend to use the very basic math.
I feel like my courses have added on trough out my 2 years here. For example what I Learned in math
52 helped me with something in stats and chemistry.
I guess it has helped me by managing time and counting faster and processing the information of
math problems before its even on paper.
I guess, somewhat.
I have become generally aware of the use of mathematical in several contexts and applications.
I have been able to apply these classes to classes within my major.
I have been able to see the big picture as to how results come to be in an occupation that involves a
lot of math.
I have learn a lot in my math so class because the teacher I have uses examples every time good. Also,
might have to use them in life somewhere down the line.
I have learned how mathematics applies to my major accounting and computer science.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
I have learned that math is in everything and that I can use it in critical thinking in my classes.
I have not used any mathematical concepts in my everyday life.
I have taken away a great amount from my statistics class more so than my algebra based coursed the
material learned in statistics really does apply to everyday life.
I have to use math everyday so it has helped me greatly.
I havens taken any math classes at WCC.
I haven't needed them in real life yet.
I know how many feet are in a mile.
I learned a lot in class
I learned great skills that I could use daily.
I learned more about percent's when one tipping at work.
I never took any mathematics course on WCC campus but I feel good with mathematical concepts in
everyday life.
I now am able to understand the thinking behind statistics I encounter in everyday life, and am better
at discerning if information has been presented in an unethical fashion.
I really don’t use this math in my life, but it was understandable,
I understand math way better with this teacher.
I use dimensional analysis that I learned in chemistry in my job and in other courses.
I use it in cooking all the time. I convert recipes to smaller and larger quantities.
I' ve learned how to use math and stats in various disciplines and careers.
I was giving general information about real life events.
I will never forget PV=nRT
I work in chemistry lab and as a shop tech for a local company, so I rely on my base of knowledge
daily.
If I am making a big decision, I like to use numbers to help me by analyzing differences.
I'm able to understand to help my children.
I'm not an Engineer.
I'm not taking math, so not at all.
In everyday life activities.
In my sociology class, there are various studies presented to the class using statistics and my stats
class has helped me understand it better.
In the courses that I have taken it has not helped.
It adds to the stress I feel every day.
It been really helpful.
It doesn’t.
It gives me an understanding of where mathematical concepts can be applied.
It greatly helped made me solve problems whenever I see them I don’t have to struggle.
It has helped a lot by making math problems at work easier.
It has helped because I use it at work.
It has helped me continue in my courses and will continue to do so.
It has helped me feel more confident in how I can use math whenever I use it at work and helping put
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
any person who ask me if I can solve a problem.
It has helped me figure out and help others with math/stats because of the help I get from the
tutoring center.
It has helped me in a small way to apply what I have learned in my everyday life.
It has helped me to budget better.
It has helped me when I go shopping.
It has helped me with helping my little sister with her homework and at work.
It has helped with future math problems in some chemistry classes.
It has helped.
It has improves my basic math skills.
It has it makes it a little easier.
It has not.
It hasn’t helped me. :(
It hasn’t really I just use concepts in class only for the most part.
It helped a lot.
It helped a lot.
It helped me learn accounting better which is going to be my major in Sac State.
It helps in everyday life, whether it’s at work or at home.
It helps apply math whenever is needed and how to do it either in billing, when I am shopping or in
need of a mathematical solution to be solved.
It helps me because now I can do certain things.
It helps me understand my taxes and how to budget my money.
it helps with the critical thinking and conceptual the problems presented and how to formulate a plan.
It really helps me a lot on my study.
It shows how useful it can really be in an everyday basis.
It shows me that math is relevant in everything I do especial fractions & percentages.
Its allowed me to use math concepts I learned and apply it to me everyday life for example sales.
I've never taken math at WCC.
I've used them to do dementia analysis.
Limited practical applications.
Made me realize how much I need it in my life.
Mat h should be eliminated…..Period!
Material I have studied has helped me at home and at work. That I might not here know before.
Math (algebra) sucks who uses it we shouldn’t have to do it.
Math- certain or most math is not used in my everyday life. Why we take math that most of it we will
never use! Waste of time!
Math class was really bad.
Math classes were very helpful.
Math helps sometimes at work.
Math is a strength for myself and I don’t use in everyday life.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
Money, helping others.
May be the way the professors explain the concept and the WAM helps.
My classes at WCC have been helpful in deriding my dial life by making educated guesses when I am
not sure of something.
My courses at WCC have helped me to understand mathematical concepts in everyday activities.
My courses at WCC help me understand concepts that are used in places like banks, stores which I
visit regularly/
My financial accounting life making my problem solving skills sharper.
My job consists of using a register, and learning algebra doesn’t really help with my job or anything
else really.
My knowledge for career levels at math has gone up so if I run across something to what I was taught
at WCC I will know how to do it.
My new job has account ting components to it. The courses here have given me the basics I need for
the job.
Need math.
Neutral.
Never use algebra.
NO
No math classes were taken at WCC.
No, but I haven't taken any math or math related courses.
No, I don’t use algebra in my everyday life.
NO, math sucks that is why I have a calculator.
No, my mathematical abilities are above what has been needed for my classes.
No, not because you don’t teach good but because I don’t see it in everyday life.
No, they have not.
Nobody uses algebra so no.
Not much just like to have a nice review.
Not much, I don’t use math.
Not needed in my field.
Not really at all. Even if a teacher took the time to connect what we are learning to everyday life class
is too short for the concept to sink in long term.
Not really it doesn’t change the fact that I'm frustrated with my own existence.
Not really relate because I'm taking human anatomy. So I guess it is more relates to health care and
body systems.
Not sure.
Of course! I love math and use it every day! English and spelling the trouble.
Organization, critical thinking.
Planning
Professor has helped me tremendously understand concepts related to math.
Professors do an excellent job in teaching concepts along with material.
Recent course has helped with basic math conversion concepts.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
Satisfactory.
Simple Techniques.
Since the beginning of class, I've been thinking a little more on the mathematical and statistics side of
things.
So far, none.
Somewhat but no a lot.
Somewhat of a help.
Somewhat, but most of the time outside of school, all math work done is on computers and
calculators.
Somewhat.
Somewhat.
Statistics helped me understand sampling size and probability which made me see how the news over
exenterates things.
Statistics is really hard and I don’t think I will pass it.
Statistics on everyday life, or simple multiplications or division.
Stats has helped me, help my family with their school work.
Still need math. Don't want math.
Sure
Taking stats and calculus we use problems that wood pertain to everyday situations that was helpful.
The course at WCC has assisted me by giving me the tools to critically think.
The courses at WCC help me understand and use mathematical concepts in life is be being ask to do
certain math in my head, before making problems at stores.
The critical thinking involved witching my current course has helped me at work.
The math courses I have taken have taught me that mathematical concepts, some of which I have
been able to apply to everyday life.
The only way mathematical concepts have helped me in my everyday life is by using basic adding
subtracting, multiplying and dividing.
The professors explain the concepts with examples at of everyday life.
The same as the other 2 CC's I've attended.
The simple basics.
The teachers here go out of their way to help students.
There are certain teachers that are helpful but there are certain teachers that are not that helpful .
There has been courses that have helped me evaluate day today situations out campus.
They do not apply to my everyday life.
They have been helping me in my life.
They have given me a better understanding about statistics and how they really work in our everyday
life.
They have given me the knowledge and facts to take problems when faced with them.
They have help me so much that I see some of the Greek symbols we use in stats in my food.
They have helped a lot and without them I wouldn’t be as far in my educational as I am now.
They have helped a lot.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
They have helped by learning that they are included in our daily lives.
They have helped in all aspects.
They have helped me a little bit, but not that I can use constantly.
They have helped me apply classroom application to real life situations.
they have helped me improve my comprehension of materiel on test in class with work and play.
They have helped me know what accounts do.
They have helped me sometimes but I haven't been able to apply a lot of my mathematical skills.
They have helped me to go step-by-step with problems to find the answers, and to memorize
formulas and practice frequently.
They have helped me to think about I'm doing in everyday life and apply what I've in my pervious
classes.
They have helped me understand the career path I want to take. The mathematical concepts I don’t
always use but the come in handy.
They have helped me understand the material a lot easier.
They have helped me understand where all the statistics and numbers came from and how to find
them myself. There are many aspects of my life when I use math equations.
They have helped me with really life situations where mathematical concepts were useful like projects
outside or school.
They have helped to some point.
They have not helped me because so everything that I learned I don’t use in my everyday life.
They haven't helped.
They haven't really helped.
They help a lot.
They help by solving problems as well as managing money.
They help me process information more precise and know how the processes good.
They help me with my homework and understanding the material.
They help when I need to find answers calculating money.
They helped me by giving me a general information to move a little forwarded in life.
They helped me on the TEAS V test for nursing.
They math with my courses have helped me get several volunteer positions.
They taught me the basic math skills I use every day at my job.
They were very helpful.
They will help in my everyday life once I get my degree. This school has helped me understand
however.
They’ve helped me understand how accounting works. How to work with all the numbers that is used
in a everyday life.
They’ve helped me understand mathematical terminology and concepts as they arise in my everyday
life.
Think Better.
This class has been helpful in learning the importance of practice, to learn and make sure I am
understanding the material.
This course at WCC has helped me increase my knowledge and have good reviews on what I learned in
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
high school.
This is my first semester at WCC campus.
This is something really easy to understand since math is everywhere and not only at WCC had help
me.
Through explanation of ever concept and homework to get use to those concept.
To many ways such as distances or general calculations.
Understanding the metric system with math.
Use chemical conversions at work that’s it.
Use math everyday with financial necessities.
Using math skills for other math classes.
Very little connections.
Very much.
WCC helped me a lot for my everyday life.
Well enough, but would like more tutors and maybe even an instructor for tutoring.
Well, I don’t use math that much of math.
Well, I have a good understanding of the basics.
What's math got to do with it.
When I go to the store I use math to see how much I will be spending on stuff.
When playing, at work when needing to figure out the future sales or the order needed for the week
ahead.
When the professors relate to everyday life.
When watching or reading about sports, statistics is helping me understand stats on another level.
Working at Athletics club interacting with members.
Working at Dutch Bros!
Yes
Yes
Yes and no but that is life.
Yes chemistry did, but I didn’t take any other math class here yet.
Yes, Because the math in accounting is math I will use the rest of my life.
Yes, but not statistics.
Yes, definitely refreshed me on some math I haven't taken in 2 years.
Yes, especially calculus because that’s introducing me for my future career. (engineering)
Yes, I have learned more about math here than I have through a lot of my prior education.
Yes, I use it at work and to administer med. To animals on my ranch.
Yes, it helps me understand at work or other things.
Yes, sometimes it does. It also helps me in my higher level classes.
Yes, the course at WCC have helped me to understand and use mathematical concepts in my everyday
life.
Yes, they have helped me in life.
Yes, they have helped me understand.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 1. How have your courses at WCC helped you understand and use mathematical
concepts in your everyday life?
Yes, they have.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Comments for: 2. Give one example of how you feel your experience at WCC encourages (or does
not encourage) personal and social responsibility:
A lot of staff/students are nice. They help you to what problems you need. I also like how the campus
is close to places we eat.
A majority of the time I have teachers who are willing to work with me, and help me understand the
subject. Then there are those few teachers who just try to make your life horrible.
All of the different programs available such as the ARC and WAM.
All of the TRIO and meeting with the president.
An example would be like going to counseling appoints or just attending class.
Asking us if we need help.
Be accountable for myself.
Be on time.
Being able to get one on one time with the professors really helps.
Being recruited to the TRIO program has given me help to get info and be able to transfer.
By doing essays on articles that are motivational.
By educating students about these issues.
By having motivational teachers.
By the events that take place.
Campus feels safe.
Can choose out own class times and use the time usage well.
Can’t remember specifics.
Can’t think of any at the moment.
Classes require one to be respectful or other students and their different viewpoints. To me that’s
being socially responsible towards the ideas or others.
College applications workshops, WAM, Tutoring Center,
Coming here will help in the future.
Considering that I'm a senior in high school my classmates in classes that I've taken at WCC and my
processors, have taught me to take school seriously and give myself priorities.
Counselors help you with what you want to accomplish by giving advice with what we need to do to
get there.
Courses with due dates but also provide help with work.
Easy to approach teachers and easy to seek help.
Easy to get classes here I feel great.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 2. Give one example of how you feel your experience at WCC encourages (or does
not encourage) personal and social responsibility:
Encourage me too succeed.
Encourage responsible by making it up to as to drop or not to drop a class, not the professor.
Encouraged me to go through writing classes and transfer.
Encourages appointments with counselors.
Encourages by assigning homework, in order to understand the material.
Encourages furthering your education.
Encourages me to seek help with homework using programs available.
English is my second language and asked my teacher she encourages me to go to ARC.
EOPS&S program has been on great structural and back bone for me. Without this program I would
have left school.
Every students is accountable for themselves, the school offers a lot of help and its up to the student
to reach out and ask..
Every time I have a work to complete on a date line because it is not only to get a grade is to be
responsible.
Everyone is friendly and takes the time to listen, understand and help in areas that need addressing.
Everyone is pretty accepting and I don’t see any sort of discrimination or exclusion of anyone.
Explaining the material well in class and understanding the concepts of it.
Family oriented campus.
Feel comfortable.
Forming groups for groups projects, as a new students, pushes you to meet new people and hold your
responsible for part in the project.
Free flu vaccines!
Gender restrooms.
Given an assignment and a date, I have to plan how and when I write the essay.
Giving responsibility to the students for their decisions.
Going to class and doing homework makes you responsible.
Got to show up to class its like a job.
Grades are earned. Not giving.
Great.
Having events where people express themselves.
Having students distract and or class by talking during lecture or lab and are not doing the task at
hand.
Having to set an apt. to see a councilor instead of making you see one.
Having to work in groups and turn in work as a group makes it hard for the student that di the work,
the other students who don’t contribute get an easy rise.
Homework assignments.
Homework deadlines.
Homework.
I am encouraged by peers and staff at the tutoring center to try my hardest , and can ask for help
when I need it.
I' am encouraged to be responsible for my actions and for my obligations.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 2. Give one example of how you feel your experience at WCC encourages (or does
not encourage) personal and social responsibility:
I began @ WCC wanting to learn excel from there I wanted a certificate in CA, now I am wanting my
BA and working on transfer requirements.
I didn’t get some materials.
I do like WCC because offer MESA an excellent tutoring center.
I don’t feel social at all here. My ethnic race history class has taught me enough alone with sociology
classes to want to step the discrimination going on today.
I don’t know, people should already know to be responsible in my opinion no one should be reminded
to take responsibility.
I don’t think about it.
I don’t use math, except for basic.
I enjoy studying with my fellow students as well as participating in study groups.
I feel great.
I feel that the counseling department needs to improve in order to gain this experience.
I feel I have both personal and social responsibilities for WCC and I feel it from staff.
I feel like the workshops have.
I feel line more resources to the students ward would make this an amazing campus! Great staff that
helped me out through my 2 years here.
I feel that I am really learning more, and it help me in my daily life I really like the way they teach.
I feel that Wick helps people take personal responsibility by making us accountable for the outcome of
our grades and education.
I have formed math groups where as I would here never reached out for help.
I have great teachers here. Well, if I don’t do my homework I get bad grades.
I have homework every day.
I have teacher who has zero tolerance for cheating and that’s encourages us to find solutions on my
own.
I have to be responsible with my work that gets done.
I have to check my syllabus for everything.
I helped students who are struggling.
I see groups of people connect very well and in class.
I was on the path to getting my AA in arts and after the last class I need for my AA I was told it was in
behavioral science. Miscommunication.
Id somewhat helps.
In general encourages personal responsibility because you have to do all your work and studying on
you own time without having anyone reminding you to do it.
In many ways.
It causes you to be responsible for your work and allows you to be encouraged to achieve good
grades.
It does encourage personal responsibilities.
it does not encourage or discourage personal and social responsibilities .
It does not encourage personal responsibility by saying that getting a "C' in any class is passing and
okay.
It doesn’t.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 2. Give one example of how you feel your experience at WCC encourages (or does
not encourage) personal and social responsibility:
It educates students about social responsibility.
It encourages by having a good person and respect for others.
It encourages by keeping up grades.
It encourages me by teaching me things effectively and keeping me interested.
It encourages me to continue education so I can get a good job.
It encourages me to grow and continue my goals.
it encourages me to not give up in any hard situation because their so always a solution.
It encourages social responsibility. I think all the works shops given during this semester were useful.
It encourages students to make time for homework.
It has encouraged me to depend on myself so that I don’t fall behind in classes.
It has opened my mind and helped me view thing from different points. They give me things to get
into like clubs and a special event which helps me become more outgoing.
It has plenty of workshops to help students pass their classes and become better students. It
encourages us to try harder.
It helps when we understand better in daily moment.
It is a very safe and friendly environment.
It is a very small school, therefore you have to interact with other students to succeed.
It is good. Professor is very cooperated and very helpful too.
it is up to appear in class ad to do the assignments.
It makes you more verbal and helps you communicate a lot better.
It makes you responsible for yourself and your education.
It offers enough services for students to do well in class.
It promotes procrastination for me in every class.
It provides education upon sociology and humanity so that students gain a better understanding of
society, what is good/bad and excepted.
It’s all good.
It is a nice campus.
It is a pleasant campus.
It’s just really great. It encourages me a lot and I feel good about it.
It’s my job to take responsibility for my work. There's nobody on me about my assignments, I take my
work seriously it helps me to keep track of both my work and my grades.
It’s nice to be able to get classes that we need, but does not feel like a campus environment. I know
they try but not that much nowhere to eat nor a nicer campus to sit down at.
Its s smaller campus, so it’s very friendly.
Its school, so I guess you have to apply responsibility to pass.
It’s up to us to do our assignments and go to class, but we don’t have many make-up opportunities
just handed out.
It’s up to you to drop class. You cannot assume the professor will drop you from the class.
I've become more of a leader at work and take on responsibilities when neither my manager nor
supervisors are in the department.
Joining clubs, being a part of clubs, helping and volunteering in the community.
Office of Student Success 1.21.2015
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Comments for: 2. Give one example of how you feel your experience at WCC encourages (or does
not encourage) personal and social responsibility:
Just any other community college, it allows you to take responsibility to decide your path.
Just by having to go to class and do the work.
Just don’t fell like much is going on at school.
Learning a lot from my Chemistry at WCC especially the units converting.
Like in math it encouraged me to want to learn more and be responsible by attending all classes.
Lots resources here on campus. Lots of people to help you, so then you feel like you're capable of
accomplishing many tasks. The tutors at the tutoring center are amazing and they encourage personal
social responsibility.
Make you talk about essays that community services make you want to join.
Making our own choices of what we do and not do.
Many events held on campus.
Meeting very good very good friends and teachers.
MESA requires community involvement and community services.
More guidance with picking classes.
Most students are determined to do their duty.
Most teachers encourage responsibilities of one’s self.
Motivates me to do better.
My critical thinking class math XXXXXX explored opinions on personal and social responsibility. My
class with XXXXXX to BIO 15 also looked at the environment and biological responsibilities in a
balanced way.
My experience with WCC went really good. I have learned a lot from each of my teachers.
My studies are personal responsibility to myself and they have taught me discipline as social
responsibility.
My teacher has been awesome but the actual college :/.
Needs more programs that involve you and get you active. More flyers activities where is visual.
Neutral, issue with one of my classes
Not a lot or student involvement.
Not sure.
Offering Ethnic studies and sociology classes.
Participation in conferences.
People strive to get good grades in order to further programs in their education.
Personal responsibility of being in groups for group work.
Personal responsibility: as part of completing assignments social responsibility: to treat other
classmates respectful
Professors have been helpful outside of class.
Programs.
Programs.
Providing students with places to study and work on computers.
Providing tutoring services in which it’s our responsibilities to access if needed.
Reinforcement by teachers’ speeches.
Requiring we tutor in own homework.
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Woodland Community College: iSLO Assessment Results Fall 2014
Comments for: 2. Give one example of how you feel your experience at WCC encourages (or does
not encourage) personal and social responsibility:
Responsible for you nobody else!
Seeing others do good makes yourself want to of good as well.
Small campus but well coming.
Sociology course showed much enlightenment towards my own view of society.
Some of the classes on campus require a lot of work on the part of the students, living students largely
responsible for their own education. I would say that encourages persona and social responsibilities.
Some teachers are motivating.
Strict rules about missing an exam, due dates, late policy.
Students are held responsible for their actions.
Taught me that getting up each day before the sunrise is worth it.
Teachers are great very helpful. Teachers are very god here, compared to bigger schools. Counselors
are great
Teachers don’t always promote events pertain to.
Teachers expect us to do homework on our own, that helps
Teachers just lecture and never ask for student response especially in XXXXXX history class.
The anatomy prof. and science department care generally about or future.
The campus has clubs and meetings that encourage you to join, meet, or visit.
The Dean and the way they treat students.
The environment at WCC is very personal and private as counselors or last semester teachers ash how
you are doing.
The ethnic studies club.
The grading processes and allowing students to have an input and impact in the teaching w/surveys.
The instructors are very nice and very helpful.
The ladies restrooms this is a personal and social responsibility.
The need to balance ones schedule helps in really everyday life.
The professors let us engage in discussions and give us extra credit.
The programs such as MESA or TRIO encourages students to go to workshops create study groups.
The school staff.
The teacher helps you.
The teachers and students give it a nice environment which allows me to feel comfortable in place.
The teachers are willing to work with the students and not only teach in the way they want to teach
the class.
The teachers encourage us a lot to continue with our classes and many of them tell us that we should
talk to our class mates and do study groups.
The teachers here encourage students it be responsible over the things on their own while walking
them through it.
The tutoring center among other resources to help students’ successes.
There are many public opportunities given at the campus.
There are many workshops and events that help students.
There are many workshops and vents that help students out.
There are no distractions or activities so I focus on my classes.
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Woodland Community College: iSLO Assessment Results Fall 2014
Comments for: 2. Give one example of how you feel your experience at WCC encourages (or does
not encourage) personal and social responsibility:
There are some instructors that give you extra points for participation and extra homework projects
only if you attend that class makes me feel more responsible to be on class every day and participate
more during class.
There aren't enough classes it explore my options.
There could be a lot more communication about student activities and a lot more activities that would
actually involve students.
There is a library well equipped and it is our responsibility to effectively use the resources.
There is a lot of cheating on the science test.
There is a lot of help (tutoring, trio, etc.) that helps us be responsible and finish our semesters.
There is no social encouragement so the personal is weekend. Not enough outdoor seating, no
healthy food.
There is not any students involvement in the school and no connection of school life and outside
environment. When students try to get involved their request are ignored.
There should be more programs where students can meet each other and feel more enthusiastic
about WCC.
They are very helpful for me.
They encourage students to use the available resources, such as tutoring center.
They encourage to finish.
They encourage us to use the school resources like the tutoring class.
They give a lot of exams. Which requires a lot of studying.
They have all the these workshops to help on specific issues.
They help you in pretty anything that you need and encourage you to stay on track ad talk to
somebody if you are in need of help.
They offer good programs, and the consolers are very helpful.
They set class rules and standards for every student.
This is a really stupid questions!
This may be beside the point but WCC is a smoke free campus. When I go to ARC people are smoking
all over. I don’t smoke and don’t want to smell it. I like how WCC "encourages" students to not smoke.
Through the activities and workshops help on campus.
Time management.
Time management.
To work as a team.
Tutoring.
Uplifts spirit knowing there are resources available to the students.
Us students one held responsible for our actions.
Using stats is real.
WCC does encourages personal responsibilities, but they do not encourage social responsibility there
are not enough thing in this school for students to engage with each other. Also more garbage cans
would be nice.
WCC does not really interact with students.
WCC encourages me in such a way that when I am struggling with a subject they give me a way to pass
my professor is awesome her name is XXXXXX.
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Woodland Community College: iSLO Assessment Results Fall 2014
Comments for: 2. Give one example of how you feel your experience at WCC encourages (or does
not encourage) personal and social responsibility:
WCC encourages me in such a way that when I am not doing well in a subject they make a way for me
to do well. I have a awesome professor.
WCC encourages me to press on and do better when I am struggling.
WCC encourages personal and social responsibility by constantly reminding us to have studies group
and to be social with peers.
WCC gives us assignments and we have to finish them on our own (HW).
WCC gives you option on where you can meet with councilors and teachers on your own time.
WCC has encouraged social responsibility.
WCC has workshops that help us be better students and the staff is very friendly.
WCC helps encourage personal and social responsibility be personal interactions and being
responsible for our social actions.
WCC helps with my goals towards transferring.
WCC requires that students be in class, do homework, and learn material to be successful, all of which
encourage responsibility.
We are expected to be in class on time and not miss class.
We are responsible for taking advantage of me resources available at WCC.
We are responsible to take advantages of all the programs. WCC offers such as financial aid,
scholarships, EOPS etc. When we do, we receive befits.
We do not provide enough classes for the students it start graduating. Sometimes the counselors
don't truly encourage you.
we get to get help if we choose its independents but a lot of help is available for those we seek it.
We have tutoring and other centers that help us understand and encourage us to do better.
We need more extracurricular activities (sports).
We're here for one taking personal responsibility which in my opinion independent of the institution.
When deciding my major.
When I see flyers and when I got emails so it encourages me.
When I see people working really hard, it really encourages me.
With class assignments we help each other.
With class that involve group projects and group environment it allows student to meet and interact
with new people.
WWC encourages personal social responsibility with focusing correct classrooms behavior and course
studying
Yes.
You are encouraged to seek help in the WAM and library.
You are in charge of how you do in each class.
You have multiple ways to do scheduled tasks not just one way.
You have to register your own classes.
You have to show up time and have to be willing to stay on top of work.
Your bathrooms aren't made for everyone.
You're responsible for you.
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Comments for: 4. General Comments:
Assessments should be allowed to be taken more then once. What if you have a bad day?
Big school, big parking.
Consular was a big help. Teachers are very helpful above and beyond even online classes as well. Math
sucks you take algebra.
Counselors and professors are very helpful XXXXXX is very helpful with transfer requirements.
Depending on professors things can go smoothly, or they can be very stressful.
Didn’t take assessment test, care at me bro!
Don’t think the assessment test is pretty accurate. Placed pretty low and passed the class with an A.
Don’t think I should have been in there.
Donna is awesome.
Every person you go to for help in this school gives you conflicting advice. It’s absolutely no help and
leaves students to figure it out on her own
Experience has been good, and many tutorial programs available are helpful, writing center.
First time students, still getting the hang of things
Good Luck.
Good School.
Great changes! WCC has really improved.
Great college and teachers.
Great improvements.
Having school sports teams would be nice.
I am computer science major and the classes aren't offered so I go to SCC as well.
I am excited to say I will be transferring to Sac state next fall, Thank You.
I am really happy with my first year at WCC!
I am taking classes for professional advancement so some of the questions doesn’t apply to me.
I appreciate the sincere and genuine care and concern and assistance received from XXXXXX in the
EOP&S office, XXXXXX, and XXXXXX. They all go above and beyond for the students.
I believe some teachers need to be accountable for their email and get back to students in a timely
manner because students are held accountable for the same thing.
I did not have the best expiree with online courses. I luckily reached out to my recourses and used
them to my advantages TRIO and WAM and Tutoring center. More school activities would have had
me involved a little more.
I didn’t understand my math class that I had with XXXXXX he is hard to understand.
I do not like the bibles handed out.
I don’t think assessment test accurately determine your skills.
I enjoy and learning so much at WCC and will continue to come here.
I have enjoyed my learning experience at WCC & am happy with my progress.
I just took 2 classes and I feel ok.
I like due way of teaching, I did every single step.
I like this campus but mostly science classes and professors on this college.
I like WCC a lot WCC gives me education, and I like every reaches and staff.
I love the personal warmth and genuine interest and involvement I receive from XXXXXX At EOPS, the
peers and my instructor, XXXXXX & XXXXXX!
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Comments for: 4. General Comments:
I love the warmth of my instructors XXXXXX, XXXXXX and XXXXXX of the EOPS office and XXXXXX in the
DSPS office.
I love WCC :)
I only had problem with a new teacher he is a math teacher and as my understanding, half the class
wouldn’t understand his way of teaching and a lot of people dropped his class. His name is Professor
XXXXXX
I really enjoy myself at WCC and I am learning a lot in my classes.
I really enjoy the college and what I am learning here at WCC.
I really like WCC.
I received a fantastic service at the financial aid when needed. Tutoring Excellent!
Instructors in WCC are nice and always answer my questions. If XXXXXX Offer More and Higher level
class in accounting field, that would better.
It would be nice to have more tutors in the tutoring center especially in accounting.
It’s a good campus helps in many, teachers are good.
It’s nice having a coffee shop on campus.
It’s really a good campus, not crowded. Everyone is very helpful and has a great expirees at WCC.
It’s really difficult to me with a counselor.
I've wasted good deal of my time on classes I didn’t need to take because of the test assessment and
bad counselors.
Just that if the homework can also be posted online not just announced in class.
Keep it up and need more classes I believe and options to try before choosing a major/career.
XXXXXX, XXXXXX are amazing!
Love Human Services
LOVE the coffee shop!
Math sucks and beyond basics are not very useful unless in specialized field.
MEH
More opportunities for clubs, sports.
My Ethnic studies class is totally biased and doesn’t encourage critical thinking. Professor XXXXXX
teaches from her point of view, not in the balanced environment, accepting of different options other
then hers. XXXXXX teaches how to apply statistics in our daily interactions and events.
My experience with the college admin was and has been awful.
My family has gone to WCC for many years and in this time we have learned that only your WCC
counselors does here job correctly. The others have messes your education plans many times and
have advised and pushed the wrong classes on my fellow siblings. Some of the consistent bad advice
we have decided to only work with the one good counselor and no have no complaints.
My GPA dropped from 4.0 to 2.89 due to my not being able to pass algebra; I have yet to use it in
everyday life.
Need larger variety of classes
XXXXXX in EOP&S and XXXXXX in CalWorks have been amazing and huge help in my success at WCC.
Overall good.
Overall a good experience.
Possibly incorporate instructors to speak about up. Comings event to keep students in the loop.
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Comments for: 4. General Comments:
Professors are all cordial and always willing to help and further instruct students in other of confusion.
Real food on campus or like a deli would be great and a bigger or optional space to the eagles nest for
students to go hang in between class.
So far, with first semesters ending, it’s a nice transition going into college.
Some instructors are great while others are not so great. A program to provide consistency in
instructors may be helpful. Continuing educations for instructors? May be a lofty goal…
Thank you WCC.
Thank you!
The assessment test are bullshit in compressing to our horrid score on a placement test. Granted I
perfected basic math, I still wanted a year of my college course on stuff I knew just horrid, FIX IT (it’s
not fair).
The counselors are very helpful, they make out entire courses for students but they need to expand
horizons, because they majors available.
The counselors need to get all on the same page and provide all the same information.
The maps on campus have several spelling errors. Faculty is spelled"facutly" and the dean of student
success is the "Dean od Studen Success", EMBARRASSING!
The only reason I am here at this college is for my teacher. I have been treated horribly and
unprofessional by other staff including admin staff.
The school needs more teachers and counselors.
The staff at WCC provides outstanding care and resources. It is evident the WCC puts the student first,
There are serious cheating issues with people in the sciences.
This school is great.
This school is one of the best I've ever attended the faculty are great.
TRIO ROCKS!
WCC has extremely helped me in reaching my goals and also helped me stay in line unit required
course without an Ed-plan I would be lost.
WCC is a great school and I love it here.
WCC is a great school! I love being a student here.
WCC is a pretty nice college.
WCC is a wonderful campus to learn and grow with.
WCC is what I need to get started and prepare me for a 4 year school.
WCC rocks.
WCC rocks.
We need more science classes
You are all wonderful.
You need more good counselors only one is qualified to counsel the others have messed up so many
student college plans.
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